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PMYC was adorned with red, white and blue for our 4th of July Cruise in The Marina which began with Irv, Patty and Helen’s delicious shepherd’s pie Saturday night, followed by Sunday’s
dinghy raft-up with never ending hors d’oeuvres, Peter & Ted’s famous BBQ on Monday and the
annual MDR fireworks show.

PMYC is a member of
the
Association of Santa
Monica Bay Yacht
Clubs (ASMBYC),
Southern California
Yachting Association
(SCYA), United States
Sailing Association
(USSA) and is on the
Register of American
Yacht Clubs at the
Yachting Clubs of
America.

I’d like to thank everyone who participated in the CYC Yacht Club Fishing Challenge on Sunday, July 24. Peter Breum took 2nd place with a 15 pounder. The dinner and awards ceremony
was really nice after a long day of fishing. But, just wait till next year… the trophy will again be
in our possession!
The Luau Cruise at The Isthmus will be on August 5, 6, 7. Now is a good time to practice up on
your horseshoe tossing, tropical drink recipes and Hawaiian shirt modeling for what is guaranteed
to be a fun weekend. The sign up board is posted at The Club. Please pay particular attention to
the chart. If you’ve reached Bora Bora, you’ve gone the wrong way.
Bob & Carol Butte are very busy on Catalina preparing for the 15th Annual Church Mouse Marlin Invitational August 29, 30. I heard Frugal Bob wrapped his prop the
other day, blaming it on the Easterly winds. I’ll have to ask him to explain what he means by taking food out of the dog’s dish.
See you at The Club.
Nick Cecola, Commodore

Are we safe now?
Don’t forget to
wear your nametag
when you are
in the Club house.

Advertise in The Log.
Contact the editor.
Knovens@aol.com or (310) 463-0077
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Hello, Hello.

It’s nice to be back in the marina and to see ole friends at the
Club. I couldn't have timed my leaving North Carolina better. The temperature hit 101 degrees two days in a row. The Heat Index was 115 degrees. Now, when did it happen that 101 degrees was not 101 degrees, but
115???????? Anyway, I have been enjoying the beautiful, breezey days
we’ve been having here and not having those pesky mosquitoes nipping at
me.
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The Club seems to be running very smoothly. Our Commodore Nick is doing a fine job together
with our “Enforcers that help to make our Club great. We appreciate you. Thank you. ” Larry
Koch. Of course I cannot say enough of our Log Publisher and Editor, Mr. Andersson. What a
fine job! You rock Kent! And then, of course, YOU, our fellow Club members, thank you for
doing your part in volunteering your time and efforts, whether it be doing FNDs, picking up after
yourself and others, making sure the place is locked up when necessary, paying your bills in a
timely manner, and all the other thing
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An Old Salt, and Pepper.
How rumors abound! “The Rear Commodore is buying a bigger boat
apparently from Costa Rica.”
This is not quite what is happening.
It started with an unsolicited call from Mikelson Yachts informing me
of a possible deal that may be of interest to me. The owner of a 64’
Mikelson Sport fisher is considering downsizing
to a 50’, used, not new.
Would I be interested in a trade? Sure, well maybe, like perhaps, what’s it like? How old is it? Can
I see it?
Sure you can see it, they tell me. Problem is, is that it is berthed in the Los Suenos Marina in Costa
Rica. Well that’s just dandy I think to myself. Maybe I will just zip on down after happy hour tonight.
After a few more telephone conversations between the parties, verbal comparisons are traded, and it
seems we both have the only two totally ‘bristol’ condition yachts around.
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Sure enough, a few weeks later, here we are, me with my ever tolerant wife Kathy and log editor- cum- yacht surveyor Kent Andersson, boarding the ‘Red Eye’ to San Jose airport Costa Rica. We are to check this splendid craft
out with the promise of a day sportfishing thrown into the deal, impossible to turn down.
How come every place south of San Diego gets their pricing directly in tune with Rodeo Drive. But we hire the
driver outside the airport anyway.( I guess I will just have to raise the price of my margaritas)
With the sun up, 85 degrees, it is hot as we wind down through the coffee coated mountains to sea level. We have to
ask the driver to stop for our first taste of ‘Tico” beer. The vendor looks at us gringos strangely. Why, don’t they
drink at 7 am in the tropics.
No, that was not it, dumbies, we brought frozen canned beer.
We are checked into the Marriott resort by the marina, Kathy is happy with
the room overlooking the pool, out with the sun lotion and bug spray, Bye
Boys, go look at boats!
Tip number 1. If you go a long way to look at a boat, get there before you are
expected. They were not ready for us, but couldn’t turn us away. A motley
poodle cross dog was scowling at us, this we are told is Pepper, the ships most
important crew member.
After a rapid scurry around the
inside we are let in. The captain is pleasant and accommodating, but he thought we were due next week. Hence, the sanding
and paint prepping.
Boy! Cap’n Jake is sure well looked after I think to myself, after
looking around the vessel a while. Still, we have fishing to look forward.
We decide to leave the workers to their labors and head for the dockside bar “The Hook Up.’ There we are approached by an old Salt who
had seen us going over the 64’, why don’t we look over his 72’
Mikelson while we are here. Just been through some major upgrades in Florida and is heading for California where
“one is born every minute”.
Its only $1.5 m. or 450,000 for a 3rd ownership. 1994 Knight and Carver built for Mikelson, it shows very nicely, the
work down is obvious. Kathy is impressed with the Italian influence interior. The Old Salt thinks maybe he doesn’t
have to go all the way to the U.S. But sorry, not interested. He asks if perhaps we may know some other suck, sorry,
prospective investors!
Next Day finds Kathy by the pool, Kent and I on the water, our 64 is motoring
really well. At 19 knots she is riding sweet. The sun is sparking up the sea and our
stern wave is of perfect proportions, not too bad. In less than an hour we are in the
hunting grounds, only 4 other boats in the area. The 72 we looked at yesterday and
a 50’ Mikelson too are included. Turns out our owner also owns the 50, both are
charter boats which answers all.
Line are out, ballyhoo is the favored bait. I am checking all the electronics, temps,
oil pressures etc.
Suddenly, Pepper is frantic, yapping, jumping in the air, what the hell is going on,
Zing, off goes a line, the dog is going crazy, does everything but jump into the
fighting chair.
Why did I pay all that money for a state of the art Sonar when I could have got a
mutt from the city pound.
Anyhow, we had a great day fishing, my opinion of the 64 is markedly improved
by nightfall, the owner is coming to Cabo to see Cap’n Jake and get in a day of
fishing, unfortunately without Pepper.
We will see what transpires.
Barrie Harnett, Rear Commodore
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Travels with Larry………continued:
So every year, since I can remember, and probably long before that, this Yacht Club has made the pilgrimage to the Marriott
Hotel in San Diego. We have come in force, as many as 30. Big and small boats. Fast and slow boats. Power boats, sail boats and
even fishing boats. Dinghies, tenders and even Jim Stories boat (sorry, I don’t know how to characterize it). We came for a few
days and stayed for a week or more. We did dopey touristy things. We partied on the dock like no others. We took over the dock
and messed with the other tourists going out on the Hornblower boats. We ate out, as a group of 50 or more, give or take. We
went to TJ and got stopped coming back. And let’s not forget the numerous meals cooked on the old red devil. Some of us sailboaters would buddy boat down and back making the hundred mile each way trip in two days. We would stop in Dana Point for
the Thursday night prime rib dinner at DPYC. YUM. We would stay on their guest dock or anchor out if necessary no matter the
conditions. And somehow we would all make it back to the club, share our stories with the others and tell the non participants
about what a great time they had missed. One of the biggest problems was that it took two days for us sailboats to make it down
there and back, and the power boats could make it in only hours.
Well oh how the times have changed. The price of speed has finally caught up with the power boaters. This year, what with the
price of diesel, the sailboats still signed up and the power boats didn’t. We still made our reservations at Dana Point both for the
overnite slips and the prime rib. YUM, YUM. We waited for more power boats to sign up but it was not to be. The Diesel Price
Gods got to them. So what were we sailboats to do? LET’S ALL GO TO THE CHANNEL ISLANDS, someone suggested. After
canceling the reservations at DPYC and the Marriott, Steve Cordova, all alone on Enchantress, and me and Darlene on Fiddler’s
Green head out on Thursday morning at O dark thirty. We find flat seas and no wind. I decide that there are really only three
kinds of wind: 1) No
wind, 2) Too much wind, and 3) Just the right amount of wind, but right on the nose. Isn’t sailing fun?. Six knots of speed gets
us to Anacapa Island at 2:00 and we decide to drop a hook at Frenchies Cove. It looks flat enough and is sheltered from what
little wind there is out there. We are the only two boats in the cove and perhaps the wild pitching we experienced as soon as the
sun went down, explains why. But we endured and had a nice barbequed steak dinner on the Fiddler without dropping any part
of the meal in the drink. We sailboaters are used to wild pitching you know.

continues on page
8

Next morning, we got to sleep in and wait for Ted and Mary Ellen Woolery to arrive on Mary
Ellen Rogers.Ted looked so cute, all bundled up in his woolies, he was. I thought for a minute
that he had just returned from the Iditerod dog sled race in Alaska. Oh, and where was Mary
Ellen? Down below, warm as a bug in the rug. Smart girl! They arrived around noon and we
pulled up the hooks and headed for Smugglers Cove at Santa Cruz Island. What a beautiful
spot with sandy beach and clear shallow, anchorage. The three of us all anchor close together
with no problems. The marine layer finally burns off and the sun warms the air. By the time I
get all lathered up to work on my tan, back come the clouds. Oh well, maybe tomorrow. It’s so
flat and peaceful here that we decide to stay another night. Besides, we have more steaks to
cook. Next day we venture ashore to explore the area. Very nice. No tourists and no t-shirt
shops.
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ANDERSSON MARINE
Sales & service

Everything for your boating needs.
(sorry no ice.)

“Why pay more at a discount store”
Try it, you’ll like it.

(310) 823-1105

Yacht Club Fish Challenge.
5 boats out of PMYC’s fishing fleet ( Prowler, Anita J., Drifter, Sand Dollar and Porch Pass)
tried to reclaim the trophy back from CYC. It was a perfect day on the Santa Monica Bay. On
Porch Pass “Hot Stick Joe “ started out very well and caught 4 sand bass
before 7 am. Then he fell behind and when we (Barrie, Peter and yours
truly) started to wake up. All boats got lots of bass and sand shark . CYC
put together a very nice event and I really like the tent with chandeliers so
we had some shade for the award dinner after a full day of sun and fishing.
But no cigar this year.
The largest fish this year was a 23.9 lb halibut boated by a CYC member.
Peter ”John Deere” Bruem took second place with a 15.1 lb halibut.
Prowler won the other spices category with a rock fish.
Anita J landed a 7 lb white sea bass and got a price in their group.
Let’s try harder
with more boats
and members next
year .
Del Rey Y.C.
floated 25 anglers.
Kent Andersson,
Editor
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ALASKA 2005
In first boat were Keefe Dawson, Jack Monroe and Del Rey Y.C Members Ray and Richard.

In the other boat
were John Grote, John Diggle and Bud Lawson. The finest of PMYC did great! We filled our boxes!! The
Elks Club is still there…great steaks…lousy burgers!
First day of fishing two fellow fishermen got sick. One stayed in the hotel and the other one was up chucking.
For three days there was a lot of rain and heavy seas on the outer waters, which made good inland passages.
Keefe on chair was first to catch a halibut. There was great King, Coho and Silvers and lots of Black Sea Bass.
On the third and final day after fishing Inland, the “Luck Lady” boat was convinced by J., J. & B to let try the
outer. We caught many 20"-25" flatties but went with Skipper for 32" or better. We saved three.
The winners of the Jackpot were John Grote with a 35 lb. King and Ray of Del Rey Y.C. caught a 50 lb. Halibut. John Diggle and Bud Lawson caught their share of 25-30 lbs of Swimmers. Bud landed a Lingcod, out of
season and approximately 85 lbs. and let it swim away. Great times were had by all!
Everyone should try this trip.
The Three Amigos, J. , J. & B.

RACE SCHEDULE: There is a race schedule posted in the club. Any one interested in any of the races is invited to
call Andy to review a race.
ADVANCED NAVIGATION CLASS: September 12, 2005 at 7:00 PM, California Yacht Club. The class consists of
the ADVANCED coastal piloting information. It is necessary to have the prior Navigation class to take this class. Simple math only will be used, ie add subtract, multiply and divide. The class instruction is free but there is a charge for the
text book and for any navigation tools, if you do not have them already. If you have any questions please give me a call.
Irv Osser, (310)854 4488.
SEPTEMBER CRUISE: There will be a cruise to Emeralds Bay 23-25. We will be using the Corsair yacht club area
with moorings. We will have the use of their private beach and BBQ facilities. There will be a sign up
sheet in the club soon with further details.
Be Safe, your PFD only works when you wear it.
Irv Osser
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Next day, we weigh anchor and head for Coches
Prietos. Another beautiful cove with shallow water and a lot of protection
from the winds. It was decided that we would all drop two hooks here to
eliminate any swinging around . First Steve gets situated. Then Ted moves
in next to him and tries his hand at dropping two hooks. Simultaneously, I
decide that there is just not enough room next to Ted and I move out in
front of them and drop the bow hook only, as there is plently of room for
me to swing. Well as Darlene backs down to set the hook, guess what happened? Yup. Damn dinghy painter. Now I should point out that the painter
is only about 15’ long (a direct result of the last time I wrapped it). You
would think it wouldn’t be long enough to get in the props way. WRONG.
So snap goes the painter, but it didn’t wrap around the prop shaft as one
would expect. I’m standing there in the cockpit watching the dinghy float
away. I don my swim trunks, remember to take off the glasses, put down the cell phone, and in I go. Swim to the dinghy about 100’ feet away and try to pull myself in. NO WAY am I pulling my fat arse into that dinghy! So I start kicking back towards the boat. NOT. Too much current. I try pulling the dinghy back to the boat. NOT. Too much current.
So I calmly tell Darlene to call Steve and have him come get me with his dinghy. “Enchantress, Enchantress, this is
Fiddler’s Green”. “SHUT-UP!” Says Ted….”I’m trying to give Mary Ellen instructions on anchoring”. “But
Ted”…..says Darlene….”Larry is”….”SHUT-UP!”…..So Darlene shuts up and starts waving arms at Steve to get his
attention. He seems to understand and putters over and finds me hanging on to my dinghy, headed for shallow water.
He lends a hand and extracts me from the water. And just as I was starting to enjoy it. So now, the painter is only 12’
feet long. Maybe it is now finally short enough.
We explore the beach, have numerous picnics, hike up the mountain and take pictures from the summit. We met some
other cruisers from Long Beach on a very nice 47’ Benetau and 75 year old Fred from the Channel Islands Marina who
is single handing on a 22’ something or other. Tough old guy. A no frills boat and all alone to boot. Three nights, and
two days later, after eating and drinking like kings, we head back around the other side of the island with plans to go to
Pelican or Pirates Cove. Wouldn’t you know it, the wind is blowing
right into both coves at 25 knots, so back to Smugglers we go. No point
in getting beat up all night long while at anchor. We are, however, all
licking our chops as it should be a great sail home tomorrow with 25
knot winds on our tail. We find Smugglers is flat and nice. Drop our
hooks and head back to the beach. One last dinner feast (I think we finally ate all the steaks), and next morning we head home early. So
where are yesterdays 25 knot winds?? Good question. Remember, there
are only three kinds of wind and we had number 1. Isn’t power boating
fun? 54 miles and nine hours later, we are back in the Marina. Nothing
broke, no one hurt. I’d say a great cruise by any standard. Maybe next
year, we can do it all again with the rest of the power boats.

The fans are going crazy dancing to Jeff Jeffries
band playing at the beach in Avalon

Life outside the PMYC Fishbowl
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After living more than 2 months in front of PMYC’s fishbowl, it was time to cut the lines and go cruising. Although we miss
the knocks on the window, the rating scales, the cheering and booing department, helpful comments about our “hillbilly front
deck” and even the occasional cell phone calls during visual on-deck projects, we LOVE sitting here at Cat Harbor enjoying the
view with only the stars twinkling on us.
As we had been threatening to leave for a while, we randomly picked June 10th as our final departure date. We did not realize
that June 11th was PMYC’s birthday party, aka “Casino Night”. Thankfully Sue recently returned from Vegas.
After a famous steak dinner with the Jeffries’ gang at “Petrelli’s”, we arrived back at the boat to find it nicely “TP’d” from top
to bottom. It wasn’t difficult to figure out who the main instigator and associates were. An unknown to us go-away party was
underway at PMYC, while we were at dinner. Thanks for the going away gifts, especially Fred and Ellen’s giant bottle of Grey
Goose. It will be cherished.
Friday June 10th we wake up bright and early to run final errands, wash the boat down one more time with fresh water and fill
up the water tanks. Friends started to gather early at PMYC to send us off. After a few last minute cocktails at the club, it was
time to cut the lines. While the tunes of Unkle Monkey played, (thanks Steve for the music and the monkey) Frankie kept cutting and re-cutting the same dock line.
Off we went amidst a cheering crowd on PMYC’s guest dock to our next destination…., Randy’s fuel dock. We filled up our
tanks, said good bye to Randy and headed out to sea as Mike and Candy waved goodbye from their main channel balcony.
Our first destination was Cat Harbor where we arrived after a leisurely sail past the West End of Catalina. We settled in the anchorage against the wall between the two sea bass fish pens, relaxed and toasted to the beginning of a new chapter in our life.
Saturday we watched the MDR sail boaters cross the finish line in Cat Harbor and BBQ’d with friends at Del Rey YC (Don
Currie, Leslie Bond, Jaime Cantu, John South, Marty Fliegel, among others). Afterwards we hooked up with fellow cruisers,
the “Mayor of Ballona Creek”, Hans Etter, Eddie, Kat & Rob. We learned not to drink bluish drinks. made by Bacardi
(Zombie). It looked more like watered down anti freeze. We’d rather stick to our pinkish looking Grenades.
After a few days of “boat cleaning”, we took a road trip to Avalon with Al and Karen. We played tourists while Karen was at
the dentist. Actually, we ended up at JL’s Locker for a few cocktails
with Al while we waited for Karen. When we arrived back to the Isthmus at Al & Karen’s house, we turned on the news to learn about the
possible tsunami attack. “Suddenly Tsunami” was in full force.
We spent a few more days in Cat Harbor and motor sailed around to
meet the gang in Avalon for Father’s Day. A good time was had by
all. Everyone departed on Sunday as we ventured north up the coast
to White’s Landing for the evening. It was so beautiful and peaceful
that we stayed a few extra days. It also helps to know the Harbor
Patrol for runs to Avalon and ice. Thanks Bruce.
It was time to return to civilization for a few days. We had a marvelous sail to our new temporary home at the guest dock at Cabrillo
Beach Yacht Club in San Pedro. It is a wonderful facility with generous, friendly members. We rented a car and headed north
to run errands. The two weeks of relaxation was gone the minute we hit the 405. All we wanted was to return to the boat and
get back out to the tranquility of the ocean. When we returned to the boat the next day, we had several visitors. Bees. The sun
was about to set and the bees went away. The next morning the bees were back in full force swarming the boat. Not just the
galley as the day before, but all around the boat. Sue threatened to end cruising then. Alex went down below and killed several
of the bees. Sue agreed to return to the boat. She remained in the galleys spraying Clorox all over the galley and at new bees.
The fly swatter is a very effective tool.
That evening we were able to attend the “Lobster Feast” dinner at CBYC. They fed 280 people with Maine lobsters flown in
early in the morning, a bag of clams, corn on the cob coleslaw and bottles of wine on every table. We were having such a terrific time, we made arrangements to stay another day. The conversation turned to our bee’s drama. A few members were
shocked and told us of a similar story in Long Beach. A swarm of bees took over a lifeguard stand and a hardware store. It was
still to be determined if they were African bees. Thankfully our bees left when the Clorox was sprayed. We’ll never know.
On a sad note, Sue’s grandmother passed away at this time. She will be missed.
It was time to work on the boat so we headed back to the island. Again we had another marvelous sail. With the 4th approach-
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ing, we were having difficulty finding a slip on the mainland. You guessed it. We stayed in White’s Landing. On one of our
daily trips to the hardware store in Avalon, we bumped into Bob Smith. We were able to join him, Helene and some of their
friends for a few cocktails at J.L.’s. We also saw “Oasis” and stopped by to visit with Bob and Carol. They invited us aboard
“Oasis” with their family on the 4th to watch the fireworks. We couldn’t have asked for better company, burgers or a view.
Thanks Bob and Carol!
With the anchorage to ourselves again, it was time to relax. We enjoyed a few more days in White’s and decided it was time
to return to our cruising schedule.
With the 4th of July festivities behind us, we headed for Dana Point on Wednesday. We dropped anchor opposite of Dana
Point Yacht Club. Thursday night we were able to use their guest dock, as 3 reserved boats turned out to be no-shows. The
DPYC Thursday night prime rib dinner is still incredible as ever. It’s highly recommended. While approaching Dana Point
Harbor we were greeted by a red tide, which continued all the way down to Point Loma.
Friday morning we left for Oceanside, where we took a municipal slip over night. Oceanside Yacht Club had their docks full
of boats for a charity regatta to be held this specific weekend. They tried to encourage us to stay for the weekend, but we
opted to continue on to Mission Bay. We anchored for 2 nights in Mission Bay in as always flat waters.
Monday afternoon we arrived at South Western Yacht Club on Shelter Island. We were greeted by several club members. One
of them, Frank Slatter, offered to drive us around for our shopping needs, which we gladly accepted. He did it for several
days. Another member, Carlos (actually a former PMYC member and Port Captain under Lucas Willemse) offered us the use
of his computer for email purposes. We spent some time with Carlos and his wife updating them on the doings at PMYC.
After 3 days it was time for another great venture across to Silver Gate Yacht Club. There we were actually assigned a slip
belonging to one of their cruising members. Again, an incredible hospitality, very similar to PMYC’s.
Yes folks, the water maker is finally installed and working properly. After having to trouble shoot a mysterious fault for 3 full
days (it would start and stop after 2 minutes), a missing magnet in the Clark pump was determined to be the culprit. With the
help from Spectra and the local Spectra dealer, Daily Marine on Shelter Island, the magnet was installed at its proper location.
Voila, it ran and ran and ran finally producing 15 gallons of water an hour.
While getting some last minutes spares at Downwind Marine, we ran into George from Presidio Yacht Club in SF. George
had spent 3 days at PMYC around April with his 33 foot electro motor powered sailboat. Big hellos followed a long lunch and
some beers, where he thanked us again for PMYC’s hospitality during his stay. George is spending the summer in SD after
having gone as far south as Turtle Bay in spring.
One more stop at Costco, Trader Joe’s for a couple of cases of 2 Buck Chuck, Smart and Final, Vons, West Marine, Downwind Marine and the fuel dock, the waterline is gone again. In true PMYC fashion the members of Silver Gate Yacht Club
treated us to several rounds of drinks at their bar before letting us depart in the afternoon. We headed for La Playa anchorage
for some dinner and a brief Siesta, before our evening departure to Ensenada, some 65 miles to the South.
We departed SD around 9 PM, Sunday, July 24th, under twinkling stars and a
half moon. We sailed outside of the Coronados until about 1:00 AM, when the
wind decided to take a rest. It was motoring from there on all the way to Ensenada’s Cruiseport Marina, where we arrived Monday
morning, July 25th around 8:00 AM. And the winner of the
secret pool is……….??????????. We haven’t heard it officially yet, just thru the grapevine that a certain “Butte” won
the overall pool. Is that Bob, Carol or the dog? We would
love to hear an official confirmation.
Also, it took us a month and half to go from Marina del
Rey to Ensenada. We managed to beat Paradise aka Turtle
Express’ (Sid and Manuela) elapsed record.
After checking in with the marina and a long shower, we
headed to town to file our paperwork with the Mexican authorities. What a fantastic system they now have in force in Ensenada. One building will get everything taken care of. We will write a several article about it for the next issue of The Log.
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Cruise Port Marina is located in downtown Ensenada, next to the Cruise ship docks. There is no surge whatsoever and the town
is only a 10 minute walk away. No need for taxis. Everything is within walking distance. We spoke to several other boaters.
All of them had actually been before at Coral’s and decided to move to Cruiseport for the better location.
Now the real cruising life is starting, 80 cents fish tacos and a cold beer for lunch at the local street taco stand is pure heaven.
We went to the new La Vendimia Yacht Club in Ensenada last Thursday. They have once a week from 4 to 7 PM Happy Hour
for it’s members with 2 for 1 drinks, free appetizers (BBQ ribs, potato salad, Mexican pizzas, asparagus, marinated hot dogs,
etc..) Bob, what do you think? I’m sure you would have a huge crowd at PMYC. They have a very unique and entertaining
crowd at this YC. PMYC’s burgee is hanging on the wall and we encourage every member to stop in.
This weekend we will be by car at Puerto Salinas Marina, where a fishing tournament is underway. Lynn Sisco, the local Parrothead President invited us for a day of fun under the sun. Lynn’s hospitality and friendship is well known.
Well folks, it’s time for you guys to start new bets. We are planning to leave beginning of next week for points south. More to
follow soon ………. as time progresses…….
The Hasenclevers

Race Committee Report
For the first time in its 35 year history, Chuck Stein Races 2 and 3 were held mid- summer, rather
than April. This resulted in thirteen boats turning out for the regatta, more than the previous two
years combined. The new schedule allows racers to take a breather between weekends as there are no
events other than a One Design regatta scheduled the weekend before and the Santa Barbara-King Harbor Race is the following
weekend.
Other first-time breakthroughs included soliciting and registering boats online and pre-registering boats so that all the skippers
had to do was to sign, pay the entry fee and race; all the pertinent information is entered for them. This prevented a log jam
early a.m. at the club, freeing racers to prep and the race committee to provision the committee boat. One competitor suggested
doing away with the skippers’ meeting; we’ll see about that because of class breakdowns, safety, etc.
The Stein Race #1 (the Inverted Start race last April) was thrown out as the rules can only be bent so much. After surviving
April seas as lumpy as Anna Nicole Smith and winds that could blow most sails to ribbons, we could not have asked for a better
day than Saturday, July 30. It got a little rocky for the committee, but the racers were all ecstatic: look up perfect sailing weather
in the dictionary and there it was. We could have run the races backwards and they wouldn’t have complained. It’s all about the
weather. It was a thrill to see boats go past the committee boat like runaway freight trains.
This year marked the first time we had a One Design fleet (J-80, in this case) in ages. For those who are not familiar with this, it
is the purest form of racing as all the boats are rigged and prepared identically: no extra winches allowed, no sail materials (read
Kevlar) that aren’t approved by the OD Association. It is skipper vs. skipper pure and simple.
When all the smoke and spray had cleared 2004 winner Curtis Johnson and his J-80, Avet repeated his Series victory in 2005.
Curt blasted away from the other J-80’s and also posted the best overall corrected time against handicap and distance. Curt has
been quietly doing damage to other boats’ trophy chances for a few years now and his presence
at all local events has clearly paid off. We congratulate him- he is also one of the nicest guys
we
know and accomplishes his heroics without lots of grandstanding.
Other trophy winners included John Staff and Wildcat, his Cheetah 30 winning PHRF A and
Jim
Durden sailing Nine Lives, his M242 winner of PHRF B.
Tom Payne in Ghost, a Santana 3030 GP that sailed up from King
Harbor, was second in ‘A’, Brack Duker in Velerito was second in ‘B’,
and
David Novick was second in the J-80 Class.
The race committee thanks Leon Milhon for the use of Prowler as a committee boat. Leon is a great guy
and never complains unless somebody ‘farms it’. Leon was also the cannoneer and donated his 12 gauge
for the cause. Thanks, Leon- you’re the best.
Al Wischer was great to have on the boat as he and Leon teamed together to make the anchoring and setting the line a happening event. Al also did signaling for the racers. We got it right thanks to Al.
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What can be said about Jack Barrish that hasn’t already been said? The guy is the best starter in Santa Monica Bay and
any rumors of mishaps on the starting line were immediately quashed. Responding to any jitters, all one needs to do is
just listen to him work and do the stuff on cue. It comes off like a ballet despite flags and poles flying and horns, shotguns and what not. Jack is the main reason that this race committee receives all the accolades from other area clubs.
Dale Franz was invaluable doing all the grunt work, i.e., keeping the signal flags prepped and sounding the horn, no
small task given the fleets, courses and changes. Dale has worked for this race committee before and always does his job
without problems.
Ben Kopetzky helped out with some routine tasks and lent a hand in various capacities, such as substitute cannoneer and
photographer.
Many thanks go to House Manager Bob Leger, SC Joe Bourque and VC Megan Andres-Bilson for their help in the galley. The crowd loved the ‘CYOB’ idea. They like the club facility and we will see more race participation in the future:
the Perkoff Series will be promoted sooner than in the past with some ASMBYC help.
The Series saw various race courses (four different ones-we were busy) and distances and we are still on a learning curve
after all these years. It would have been nice for the important race to have been closer rather than the last race, but the
committee is learning to judge sailboat distances, tacking and waterlines. The gap
between races was rather large as boats that had finished hung out for nearly an hour
waiting for the rest. The spread between the winning boats for the series victory wasn’t all that large, and the competitors said we did a great job so what’s not to like?
Andy Kopetzky, Race Chair

Hosting the 2005 Annual WOW event:
PMYC hosted the Saturday portion of the annual two-day Women on Water (WOW)
and Women at the Helm (WAH) on July 9th.
PMYC Secretary/Director Leslie Bond took home a third in class in WAH racing on Can2.
Winds were moderate; 10-12, seas were reasonably un-lumpy and the usual June gloom stayed away. There were video
ops and the crews were treated to a race video after the competition. The scurvy crew (especially so with yours truly
aboard) yelled ‘WOW !’ and ‘WAH !’ at the camera, race committee and other boats every time we could ham it up, as
this is a no-fun-allowed-ship. This is covered in the rules: yell ‘wah’ instead of ‘starboard’, ‘helms alee’ or ‘toss me a
beer’ or use the expression as a response to results other than first place.
Former Chuck Stein and Heather Perkoff Series winner Rick Ruskin ran an impeccable series by the book, and the contestants were appreciative as we know how competitive these women on water can get.
Our club is accustomed to races consisting of fifty, maybe sixty guests; this event saw over one hundred thirty as the club
was packed to the rafters. It was like opening day without the blazers, cotton ducks and sun hats. Lots of libations flowed
beginning at 1645 and there were bar be q burgers on the patio courtesy of WOW’s chefs.
PMYC thanks Beth Edwards, who tended bar at the start of this craziness, Nancy Cadigan, who stepped in and kept the
bar customers happy, and House Manager Bob Leger who set it up and kept us supplied. With Bob it was be careful what
you ask for, as the number of people who attended the event far eclipsed expectations and he kept moving throughout the
afternoon.
Representatives of Women on Water complimented our club and said that we did a great job hosting the event.
Andy Kopetzky, Race Chair
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Club News

Wrapper
News!
Bob Butte

Burgee swapping
in Costa Rica

Finally, They tie the knot.

Mooring line.

Larry Koch

Last club cruise
of the year.
PMYC Swag.
New shirts & hats and
Emerald Bay
other stuff in stock.
September 23-25
Check it out.
Rex & Tina,
Quartermaster

Look for sign-up sheet
at the club

Andersson Marine’s 6th
Annual Dinghy Poker Run.
Hosted By PMYC on Patriots Day

September 11, 12 noon
BBQ, Raffles,
Outstanding Prizes

Look for more info at the club

A u g u s t

Why not use the club house for your next

2 0 0 5
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August 2005
SUN

MON

1

TUE

2

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

4 Single 5 Isthmus 6 Isthmus
Mariners Cruise
Cruise

3

7 Isthmus 8
Cruise

9 General 10
Meeting

11

12 FND

13 Parrot
Head Party

14

16

18 Single 19 FND
Mariners

20 Peter/Sue

25

27

15

17

23 Board 24
Meeting

21

22

28

29Church 30Church 31
Mouse
Mouse

26 FND

Reception

September 2005
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

FRI

SAT

1 Single
Mariners

2 FND

3

8

9 FND

10

4

5

6

11 Poker
Run

12

13 Gen- 14
eral Meet-

15 Single 16 FND
Mariners

18

19

20

21

22

23 Emerald Bay

27 Board
Meeting

28

29

30 FND

25 E B
cruise

7

THU

17
24 E B
Cruise

August

2005

Officer of the Day Duties
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Sign in on the OD sheet located on top of the counter nearest to the door at the end of the bar.
EARLY SHIFT: Raise the flag to the top of the gaff, than raise the PMYC burgee to the top of the flag pole.
Raise the flags of the Flag Officers present in Clubhouse.
LATE SHIFT: At sunset, take down all flags, the US ensign last.
Maintain the Clubhouse in a neat and orderly fashion. Provide assistance and information to
visitors to the Club.
Vacuum the carpet, wipe down the tables , wash all glassware and clean the galley.

Securing the Clubhouse at closing

Check all windows and doors, turn off all lights except those noted on the switches.
Turn off the patio heaters, if on, and lower and secure the umbrellas on the patios.

PMYC today remains one of very few remaining yacht clubs that is still a “do-it-yourself” club.
Our club is still run completely by the members themselves with no paid staff.
Anyone that not fulfilling his or her OD duty will be assessed $50.00 (Ask someone to do it for you)

August 2005

September 2005
EARLY SHIFT
1100-1500 HRS

5 Friday
6 Saturday
7 Sunday
12 Friday
13 Saturday
14 Sunday
19 Friday
20 Saturday
21 Sunday

EARLY SHIFT
1100-1500 HRS

LATE SHIFT
1500-1900 HRS

Rhonda Bruem
Mike Dubois

Bud Perry

Christine Stark

Aaron Hassman

Nancy Cadigan
Mike Millet

Ken Rue

Scott Roseland

Jim Jones

Beth Edwards
Ken Sullivan

Michael Schmitz

Mike Blumental

Rex Michel

2 Friday

Curt Ayers

Joseph Couto

4 Sunday

John South

Jim Silvers

9 Friday
10 Saturday
11 Sunday
16 Friday

Richard Toohey

L.P. Brown

Peter King

Dave M. Smith

Colette Modesti
Fred Whitman

Eric Uhe

18 Sunday

James Maines

Rick Hensley

Betty Wyman

Mary Ellen Woolery
Bud Lawson

Dimitri Vitkoff

Andrew Pietso

Dana Kristoff

25 Sunday
28 Sunday

Kathy Warren

17 Saturday

24 Saturday
27 Saturday

Janet Flemmons

3 Saturday

23 Friday
26 Friday

LATE SHIFT
1500-1900 HRS

30 Friday

Ron Oren

John Deeb

Bruce Kelton

John Modesti

Doug Smith

If you have a preference to Sat/Sun, early/late shift e-mail Marianne Lawson at Maribudlawson@cs.com

A u g u s t

2 0 0 5
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Commodore’s
Friday Night Dinner

Friday night dinner
is always a success at PMYC.
45 members and guests stopped by the Club
to grill their own steak with all the fixings.
It’s a great way to show of your cooking skills
and meet fellow and new members.

August

2005
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Welcome
New Members.
Bruce Kelton

John Deeb
32’ Challanger

Curt Ayers
34’ Californian

Glenn & Donna Boyd
35’ Bayliner
Rebel

The World’s Most
Powerful Anti-Aging
Food !




The World’s # 1 Nutritionist Reveals
Astounding research On One Of The
Most Powerful Anti-Aging Foods Ever!
From The Himalayan Mountains Comes
The Goji Berry.
Learn The Secret’s Of Goji’s
34 Health Benefits Yourself!
Visit www.GojiHealthStore.com Or Contact PMYC
Member Cheryl Schmitz For More Information.

John & Colette Modesti
50’ Pacifica S.F.

“Himalayan Goji Juice
is the most nutrient
dense food I’ve Seen
in 40 years.”
-Dr. Earl Mindell
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The Santa Cruz Cruise began at 3:30 am Friday from the Marina breakwater. Actually, it
really started at 2:30 am when the cell phone rang. It was Jim Conti calling saying he wasn’t going to be able to make it.
The mistress stayed in the v-berth listening to Ted run back and forth (sounded like the Texas Two-Step) trying to maneuver the boat out of the slip in the dark. Off they went on their trip to rendezvous with Fiddler’s Green and Enchantress at
12:00 pm in Anacapa.
They anchored at Smuggler’s Cove and Larry was the one to go in the water this time to
retrieve his dinghy after cutting the painter on his prop. Later at Coches Prietas, Larry
& Darlene headed for shore, settled in their fancy beach chairs, looking like royalty.
This reminded everyone of the scene from The Bounty, and the cruisers thought they
should offer them a mirror in exchange for bread fruit plants.
One day, Steve bravely hopped into his dinghy and
headed for shore to meet the rangers and walk amongst
the olive groves. He was gone for so long, that the cruisers began to worry and wondered if
they were going to have to interrupt their cocktail/cribbage hour for a search and rescue. He
finally appeared out of the trees on a steep hill and got drenched while wrestling with the
dinghy in the shore break. Steve at one point reverted back to his childhood when they picnicked at Coches. He picked out a spot in the sand, sat cross legged and drew circles around
himself with a stick. Muttered something about being a Boy Scout. He also mentioned the
seaweed there didn’t have a distinct odor like it did when he was a kid. Could it be he was
suffering from island fever? He asked Darlene and the Mistress to go on a scary hike to the top of the hill so he could take
pictures of the boats in the cove, but, the girls only made it half way. Too much heavy brush, sharp twigs, camper’s souvenirs (why can’t humans cover their waste like we animals do?) and no trespassing signs. His apparent strange behavior was
overlooked, though, when he hosted everyone for dinner one night aboard The Enchantress, rowed up to Fiddler’s Green a
couple of times to wake up those two sleepy heads who didn’t bring an alarm clock and helped Ted hoist his stern anchor.
The cruisers met and invited some folks over for dinner aboard Fiddler’s Green one evening. This was the night Ted
learned how to stretch 3 potatoes to feed 8. At one point, he asked Darlene if she had anything he could add to the thinly
sliced food and she cheerily said she had celery. Ted (this was before he had champagne in his glass) said: “does that
sound good to you?” The Mistress had to remind him to stifle himself. Darlene quickly found an onion and voila! Spuds
and onions were prepared and went along beautifully with the steak dinner. Everyone was happy!
Your friend, Smokey Woolery
TREASURERS REPORT:
Dues are rolling in and we are paying our bills on time. We have made significant deposits to savings this year. Our efforts
to eliminate the non payers, the slow payers and the problem payers are showing great results. We offer our thanks to everyone who is helping to make the club a financially healthy organization. Remember, your quarterly dues are now $195.00
and they are late if not paid by the end of July. Late charges will be assessed in accordance with the by-laws. The house
manager tells me that the bar continues to make modest gains. We had to replace the galley refrigerator which cut into our
July profits, but those things happen. Thanks to Peter Breum, we got a great deal on the new one. He also reports that there
are no significant bar bills outstanding and he thanks everyone for that.
PORT CAPTAIN REPORT:
The Port Captain is pleased to report that the dinghy rack is filling up and that he is on a first name basis
with Bruffy’s Towing. Hardly a day goes by that we don’t tow someone out of our limited parking spots.
Our friends at Dolphin Marina don’t seem to want to get the message, so we will continue our present
actions. At least it frees up spaces for the members. And don’t forget, we are not a storage lot. The 12
spaces are for yacht club members to use while they are at the club. No exceptions
Larry Koch

August

2005
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THE WORLD ACCORDING TO SPARKY
Sparky has been terrorizing the east coast for the last month or so, as most of you know. The LOG editor asked him to
write a story for the August edition. Sparky has been trying to write the article and E-mail it to the editor, but he has
been unsuccessful so far. I wonder if alcohol has anything to do with it? So he called me (Larry) on the cell-phone and
asked me to help with the story. He started out traveling back to Washington, D.C. with Janet who has taken a temporary duty assignment with the U.S. Customs. After a week or so of touring the Smithsonian, he boarded the train to
Boston to hook up with Miff and Carol Singleton. Seven states later, the train was totally without vodka. Who would
have thought. Maureen the bartender and Sparky are now the best of friends. He tells me she would comp him a drink
from time to time to help speed up the line. He was tipping her heavily.
Upon arrival in Mass., the touring began. Plymouth rock, Which Sparky said it smaller than he is, and the famous
Crows Nest Bar from the movie Perfect Storm in Gloucester, Ma. As it turns out, the bar isn’t even on the dock as the
movie would have us believe. Locals tell of movie sets being built on the dock since the bar is in town. Sparky looked
at his first boat in Gloucester. He said it was “Perfect”. I can just imagine. Miff said he did everything he could to not
puke at the overall derelict condition of said boat. Sparky said he has a “vision”. I can just imagine.
Miff and Sparky are now in a Toyota rent-a-car and are headed for Maine.
Carol gave them each a Porch Pass. They were stuck in a traffic jam which
Sparky just couldn’t understand since there are only six cars in all of Maine.
He said he has no idea where they are going, so I told him if he gets lost and
folks are talking French, he should turn around and leave Quebec and return to
Maine. Well, that’s all from our traveling diplomat. He has been told to not
return without lots of burgees.
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Tournament control.
This is Buddy
Rocky is hooked up.

